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Since the end of 2015 and throughout the year 2016, Es Baluard museum has 
developed a project related to tourism that, from different phases and actions of 
production and research, has its culmination in the summer of 2017. 
 
The project "Ciutat de vacances", organized jointly by these institutions: Es Baluard 
Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma, Arts Santa Mònica (Barcelona), Istituto 
Europeo di Design (Venice) and Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Alicante (MACA), 
has started as a work in progress whose analyzes and reflections are developed 
through collective participations produced since 2015 and that continue during these 
months. 
 
The project has the support of Acción Cultural Española (AC/E) and the 
Vicepresidencia and Conselleria d’Innovació, Investigació i Turisme de les Illes 
Balears (Agència de Turisme de les Illes Balears - ATB); Consorci de Museus de la 
Comunitat Valenciana and the collaboration of Federación Empresarial Hotelera de 
Mallorca (FEHM) and Polo Museale del Veneto. 
 
Keys: 
 

 A work in progress and a co-production between several institutions 
 'Ciutat de vacances' in Palma is articulated on two axes: 

 
o Private / and public 
o The imaginary of the tourist myth 

 
 In the exhibition in Palma, the own productions dialog with other national and 

international artists. 
 

 An activation and revision of the context with different mediation actions and 
activities that are complemented by the open line of analytics and the 
documentation area. 
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Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma 
 
TITLE: ‘Ciutat de vacances’ 
 
OWN PRODUCTION WORKS: Left Hand Rotation, Marina Planas, Miguel Trillo, Neus Marroig, 
Ana A. Ochoa, Juan Aizpitarte, Ángel Marcos, Idensitat (Gaspar Maza-Ramon Parramon) e 
Irene Pittatore. 
 
WORKS ON LOAN: Irene de Andrés, Xisco Bonnín, Mélissa Epaminondi, Daniel Gasol, Adrian 
Melis, Joan Miró y Massimo Vitali 
 
ANALYTICS: Jana Leo, Marc Morell, Fran Simó y Tomás Ruiz-Rivas. 
 
CONTENT: After an initial presentation/exhibition held between May and July of this year at 
the Museo di Palazzo Grimani in Venice. The project “Ciutat de vacances” (Vacation City), 
with the participation of Arts Santa Mònica (Barcelona), the IED - Istituto Europeo di Design 
(Venice) – and recently, the Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Alicante (MACA) through the 
Consorci de Museus de la Comunitat Valenciana (Valencia Consortium of Museums), is 
presented in Palma in an amplified version with national and international artists and own 
productions.The project began as a work in progress whose analyzes and reflections are 
developed through relational collective participation in dialogue with different agents, 
creative proposals and network analytical interventions. 
 
CURATOR: Nekane Aramburu. 
 
PRODUCED BY: Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma  
 
LOCATION: Planta 0. 
 
EXHIBITION DATES: Del 26 de Mayo al 22 de Octubre de 2017. 
 
OPENING: 25 de mayo de 2017 a las 20:00 horas. 
 
RESEARCH: Es Baluard. 
 
INSTALLATION: Xicarandana, Fabián Pereyra, Escena Audiovisual, Es Baluard 
 
PAINTING: Pinturas Durán. 
 
DESIGN AND IMAGE:  Miguel Lindo, Ramon Giner, Es Baluard.  
 
LABELING: Julià Homar, Impresrapit. 
 
TEXTS: Nekane Aramburu and Marc Morell 
 
TRANSLATION: Àngels Àlvarez, Nicola Walters.  
 
INSURANCE: March JLT Correduría de seguros, Correduría Salomó Bonet & Godó.  
 
TRANSPORT: Balears Art i Llar.  
 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS: Anne Alessandri (Frac Corse), MACBA, Fundación 365, Impresrapit, 
Balearia, Foto Ruano Pro, Ben Amics LGTBIQ, Universitat de les Illes Balears (UIB), GREC i 
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Federació d’entitats d’atenció a la infància i l’adolescència balear, Col·legi Oficial de Guies 
Turístics de les Illes Balears, Air Europa, Lleonard Muntaner Editor, Los Oficios Terrestres, 
Miguel Ángel Suárez (ADN Galería), Carlos Durán (Galería Senda), Eduardo Gamero (Foment 
del Turisme de Mallorca), Toni Gómez (Foment del Turisme de Mallorca), Alfons Méndez 
(Institut d'Estudis Menorquí), Lourdes Guasch (Arxiu Històric d'Eivissa), Inmaculada de Benito, 
Raimond Jaume (Ports de Balears, Autoritat  Portuària de Balears), Ricardo Recio Bravo (Ports 
de Balears, Autoritat Portuària de Balears),Marta Moriarty, Margarita Pérez-Villegas Ordovás, 
María Frontera, Antoni Mª Rosselló, Cati Pomar, José Manuel Ariza, Elena Martínez, Daniel 
García, Javier Vich, Eduard Moyà, Xim Llompart and Jordi Planella, and all the artists, 
collectors and the institutions that have collaborated in this project. 
 
 
PARALLEL ACTIVITIES 
 
ACTIVITIES 
 

- June 7 at 7pm. Exclusive visit for Amics d'Es Baluard to the exhibition ‘Ciutat de 
vacances’ with Nekane Aramburu, curator of the exhibition. 

- June 15 at 6pm. “Una aproximació al turisme rosa a la Mediterrània” (An approach to 
pink tourism in the Mediterranean). Research panel. Closed group with the 
collaboration of Ben Amics and UIB. 

- June 25: Opening of the Critical Turism Congress organized by the congress Critical 
Turism and UIB. Collaboration with Es Baluard. Location: Es Baluard. Activity closed. 

- June 27: "Critical Tourism Studies". Round table on tourism in Mallorca. Organized by 
the congress Critical Turism and UIB. Collaboration with Es Baluard. Location: Tryp 
Bellver. Activity closed for Amics d’Es Baluard. (Schedule to be confirmed) 

- August 25 at 9:30 p.m. “100 anys de Bonet de Sant Pere” (100 years of Bonet de Sant 
Pere). Visit - snack in memory of Bonet de Sant Pere. Free activity. Open to the 
public, previous registration. Limited capacity. Information and reservations at: 
activitats@esbaluard.org 

- October 4 at 7:00 p.m. "Turismographs". Session by Marc Morell. Free activity. Open 
to the public (until full capacity). 

- October 17 at 7:00 p.m. “Moralitat I boom turístic” (Morality and tourist boom) talk-
presentation by the historian and music journalist Tomeu Canyelles from the books 
Els Picadors Mallorquins: Seductors i seduïts Durant el boom turístic i L’Illa 
desvestida. Moralitat contra nuesa a les platges mallorquines. Free activity and open 
until full capacity. 

 
Photo competitions: 
 

- #VacancesPalmaBarcelona, instagram contest with the collaboration of Arts Santa 
Mònica. For the general public. From 1 to 31 July 2017. 

- "Les teves vacances a una Ciutat de vacances" (Your vacation in a holiday town) III 
Photography competition for young people in Es Baluard. From July 1 to August 31. 
For young people from 13 to 17 years. Photo Ruano Pro collaboration. 

 
Education: 
 

- July and August, from Tuesday to Friday at 10 am "Vine a refrescar-te a Es Baluard" 
(Come to refresh yourself in Es Baluard). Dynamic visits for summer schools and other 
educational entities. Free activity. Reservation required to 971 908 200. 

- July 26 at 10:00 am: “És aquesta la imatge de Palma?” (Is this the Imatge of Palma?) 
Dynamization of the piece Imatge pública by Neus Marroig. Activity with the artist. 
For young people (closed group) / September 6 at 6 pm. “És aquesta la imatge de 
Palma?” Dynamization of the piece Imatge pública with the artist Neus Marroig. Free 
activity. Open to the public with previous registration. Limited capacity. Information 
and reservations: difusio01@esbaluard.org 
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Mediation: 
 

- From 2 June, every Friday from 11 to 13 hours. Mediation activity in Es Baluard’s 
rooms. 

- June 21 at 7:00 p.m. Mediation activity with the Official College of Tourist Guides of 
Balearic Islands. Closed group. 

- Work in process and network in other territories with groups of guides. 
 
 
 
 
 
Organize and produce: 
 
 

 
 
 
Supported by: 
  

  
 
 
With the collaboration of: 
 

  
                                                             
 
More information: 
 
 

#CiutatDeVacances 
 
Web Ciutat de vacances: www.ciutatdevacances.eu  
 
Facebook Ciutat de vacances: @Ciutatdevacances 
 
Es Baluard online: 

 
Facebook: @esbaluard.museu 
Twitter: @EsBaluard 
Instagram: @esbaluardmuseu 
Vimeo: @EsBaluard 
Youtube: @MuseuEsBaluard 
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TEXTS 

 

Text by Nekane Aramburu 

 

Between the sun and the self, the concrete and water. Horizons punctuated by the 
masts of luxury yachts or large multi-story cruise liners. The lure of “fiesta and 
sangria” is the beginning of the legend, just as honeymoons were and each sunset 
with a light that is so immaculate that it makes you think of the set of the film The 
Truman Show continues to be. The memory of tangible things has hardly any meaning 
when everything is a myth and ‘fictional’ story. 

Every interface confirms it, the chips of mobile phones, video cameras and tablet 
computers certify it. We live in a world of cloned gestures and images, a single land 
of tunnels, corridors and doors to connected theme parks. 

After surpassing the industrial era, the economy’s evolution into a tertiary one brings 
with it new increases in the value of urban space and the transformation of capitalist 
city models that has established the 'touristification' of cities. 

The global circulation of population masses that barely distinguish between the high 
season, associated with good weather, and timing their leisure time in periods with 
lower demand is increasingly transforming the social habits and the appearance of 
major towns and cities. 

The proto-tourists who used to seek an escape in the sun have multiplied to the point 
that they have given rise to new migratory currents that pass through the centres of 
major cities associated with postmodern myths. Here, in the old Europe — the 
decadent lady that was the destination for the Grands Tours, on the borders of a 
bustling Mediterranean littered with themed historical centres and overpopulated 
coasts with turquoise waters — today shows the limits of a dream. 

 

Going on holiday 

Since the 17th century, young aristocrats, writers, creators and intellectuals have 
been leaving their cold native countries to discover new lands and cultures in a 
practice which took on the name Grand tour, although its precedent can be traced 
back to the Renaissance, when artists and humanists travelled to Italy to learn about 
classic culture. Some, such as Gustave Flaubert, spent years exploring places in 
Egypt, Syria, Palestine and other countries in the Mediterranean as a source of 
inspiration, the journey serving as a catalyst for the transformation of the individual 
in dialogue with landscapes and monuments. This sensation is also tangible in the 
writings of another great traveller, the philosopher Jacques Derrida, who led us time 
and time again to study humanity in transit, in unfamiliar scenarios, subject to the 
harshness of interior and exterior change. On another hand are the specialised return 
journeys on a mass market scale, as was highlighted by the British sociologist John 
Urry, one of the most important analysts of tourism and mobility as a phenomenon 
developed out of post-industrial capitalism. 

Going on holiday is a social practice where the vector that units time, space and 
leisure grows exponentially as workers’ hours and rights became more regulated. 
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The introduction of time off from work spread from 1948 when the United Nations 
proclaimed, in article 24 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, that all 
people have the right to periodic paid holidays. 

In the seventies began the so-called tourism studies. One of the founders of these 
studies was Dean MacCannell, who developed a publication that was essential to 
understanding it: The tourist. A new theory of the leisure class.  

Today, the traveller’s perspective and the mass tourist’s point of view come together 
in the scenarios of capitalist consumerism, leisure and pleasure. Places are all one 
and the same, when everything is tourism. 

 

Holiday resorts 

Marc Augé stated that tourism was “a visit to the future that only takes on its full 
meaning later”.1 The first official Spanish tourism promotional campaign appeared on 
the occasion of the universal expositions of Barcelona and Seville (1929) and, 
according to several specialists such as Ana Moreno Garrido, the same methods of 
promoting tourism and advocating monuments continue to be used today. Essentially, 
tourism in Spain was developed during the Franco era not only because of the 
economic possibilities it offered but also as a form of propaganda and a way to 
transcend the autarky of the dictatorship. In 1951, the Ministry for Information and 
Tourism was created and a series of stereotypes about sun and the beach began to be 
developed, linked to Benidorm, the Costa Brava, the Costa del Sol and the Balearic 
Islands.  

The established definition of a “holiday resort” — which most people now associate 
with places like Marina d’Or — refers specifically to the artificial collection of 
buildings, hotels and apartments with numerous associated services, including a golf 
course, which are located in coastal areas and are designed such that tourists who 
stay there do not need to travel to the main towns they would usually need to go to. 

The first one in the seventies was the Pobla de Farnals, conceived by the Radio 
Valencia broadcaster Juan Granell. Inspired by the documentaries of Fox Movietone 
about the formulas employed in the United States, he built jetties for artificial 
beaches and a marina for a town that did not have them. 

The big resorts or towns centred solely around leisure such as Las Vegas, or around 
fantasy like Orlando, are clearly a trend of North American origin linked to 
consumerism and the post-war and post-recession booms in their various waves and 
phases. 

The many themed conglomerate reproductions, such as Poble Espanyol in Barcelona 
(1929) or the one in Palma (1965), also offer another type of tourism experience 
linked to representation. They are an iconographic mummification of reality, which 
today can be found the other way around in cases such as Barcelona’s Gothic 
Quarter. 

“(...) the Gothic Quarter is an invention. A conscious one, built on the weak evidence 
of a certain concentration of gothic buildings, but intended from the beginning to be 
a recreation of the past, a falsification of Barcelona’s historic centre”.2 

 

State of tourism 

To stop the sun from dying, the Aztecs conducted human sacrifices, thus feeding the 
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sun with hearts and blood. The sun god, in all representations and cultures — 
whether it is called Helios, Utu, Inti, Ra, Amateratsu, Tonatiuh or Kren — connects 
man with the Earth and gives them life, bringing them closer to light, purification 
and revelation. The first tourists were the pilgrims to Olimpia and Rome or to the 
various centres from the histories of religions, precisely seeking redemption and 
immortal enlightenment. We cannot look directly at the sun, but we can warm 
ourselves with it, stopping for a time under its rays, and wait for it to transform us. 

Tourists draw on information and desire as a driving force to move. Preparation or 
prior calling anticipate everything. 

Standing at a viewpoint, lookout tower or balcony with views gives them a symbolic 
sense of power, over the horizon and over others. 

Lucy R. Lippard, whose 199 publication On the Beaten Track: Tourism, Art and Place 
is now a classic, states that people do not choose a place to travel to because of its 
beauty but because of the promise it beholds. In her book she also analyses notions 
such as authenticity or exoticism, and the construction of cities as an object of 
desire for the future tourist, usually driven by stereotypes and a planned restyling. 
For tourists, the sublime representation of the urban or natural landscape, the 
dominance of the image typified by the promotion of brochures, travel guides and 
tour operator catalogues, the archetypal gestures and habits, the economy of signs, 
the repetition of visible and identifiable codes and the instinct of collective 
communion — either in a pack or as a couple — are the key factors for understanding 
and revealing the experience, giving meaning to their journey. The situations and 
scenes created in the imagination before going away on holiday, the visit to fiction 
and those affects that are configured and integrated into the chosen scenario 
become constants in every step of the tourist ritual. 

What’s more, today, contemporary tourism is associated with the instantaneous, like 
an anthropophagy of the same image that is sold, expanded, appropriated and 
swallowed once again in the very system that created it, transcending the post card 
and the family photo album to multiply on social networks.  

An exercise in functional anthropology emanates from the work of Martin Parr who, 
between 1987 and 1994, photographed groups of tourists in their destinations, 
removed from their daily habits. 

During the time spent in the land of fiction, the reconstruction takes place, the 
representation is compared and the image of desire is lightly touched, barely with 
one’s finger tips. The experience is appropriation, transmission and story telling. 

John Urry developed the concept of “tourist gaze” in his book of the same name, 
published in 1990, which today has become a classic. In this book he remarks that 
any place, as bland as it may be, can be turned into a tourist destination. 

“The gaze is constructed through signs, and tourism involves the collection of signs. 
When tourists see two people kissing in Paris what they capture in the gaze is 
‘timeless romantic Paris’. When a small village in England is seen, what they gaze 
upon is the ‘real olde England’”.3 

Thus, streets and avenues are increasingly becoming communal spaces for capitalist 
investment, just as much as beaches and leisure centres that epitomise pleasure and 
intense and scheduled consumerism. The public space is the icon of material 
consumerism, whether an airport or a coastal haven. 
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The appeal of intercultural discoveries is associated with so-called cultural tourism, 
which is primarily urban. The tourist looking for sun, sea and sand only goes to the 
city if it is included in the package they bought or if the weather turns bad during 
their stay. 

Museums, galleries, historical monuments, cathedrals or theatres are landmarks of 
the strategic circuits that “sell” a city brand, just as the top fashion, accessory and 
fast food franchises do today, which take on a status in the urban epicentre that is 
more than a mere souvenir or the stuff of folklore. Banishing small traders, urban 
centres have become a big shopping centre of franchises mass-reproduced on a 
global scale. 

 

The dilemma  

Cultural tourism has become an ordinary pursuit not only for the city-brand but also 
one which now forms one of the five main programmes of the International Council of 
Museums (ICOM) and, therefore, is something that is socially beneficial, in the same 
was as cultural exchanges are. 

Urban marketing and the city-brand model in themselves produce a multi-facetted 
system which gives rise to the relentless process of ‘museumisation’ of the daily 
environment and to speculation with hospitality. As we have seen, historic urban 
centres converted into theme parks are themselves like big shopping centres where 
the same franchises of shops and chains spread and multiply. In his book The Society 
of the Spectacle, Guy Debord described tourism as a “by-product of the circulation of 
goods”. Cities have therefore become an item of tourism merchandise, cloning 
themselves in what they offer, with all of them reproducing the same problems, 
always starting with their historical centres and beach-side areas. The social 
repercussions and the impact on the cities themselves reveal situations that are 
continuously reproduced and which invariably lead to two constants: homogenisation 
and desertification. 

The relationship between the tourism industry and the property market, the 
economic growth of the hotel sector and holiday rentals result in a loss of land, local 
community and intimacy. Then comes the saturation and obstruction of public 
highways and the ‘urban suicide’ of Barcelona’s Gothic Quarter, which has seen 45% 
of its population disappear, while the Assembly of Neighbourhoods for Sustainable 
Tourism (Asamblea de Barrios por un Turismo Sostenible, or ABTS) competes with 
capitalist colonialism which brings about real state investment. In Mallorca and Ibiza 
there is a serious problem of access to regular rental housing for residents as a result 
of the boom in tourist rentals. 

The urban land is therefore a place where the guests and the host population both 
meet and come into conflict, which firstly leads to a transformation of identifies, the 
commodification of culture, the speculation of private property and the 
appropriation of public property. 

Those who receive the visitors are not in a state of tourism. Although they do not 
form part of this industry – as Lucy R. Lippard points out – they must receive the 
visitors by force or colonisation. 

The conflict resulting from the loss of natural, urban and residential public space is a 
sore point, day in and day out. It seems that the sun god continues to demand 
victims. 
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From the south, and located on a Mediterranean that was the cradle of civilisation 
and is a route for cruises and an icon representing sun, sea and sand, four cities: 
Venice, Palma (Mallorca), Barcelona and Alicante, expose different stadiums of the 
same problem. As part of an initiative by Es Baluard museum, Ciutat de vacances 
(Holiday cities) has emerged, giving rise to an intense and extensive co-production 
that is growing and involves artistic creation and research efforts. 

Through different artistic proposals we propose documenting the social and urban 
transformation in order to analyse and develop ways of understanding the trends in 
real time, within a framework of responsible and respectful reflection and action. 
The decision to hold the first presentation in the Museo di Palazzo Grimani in Venice 
makes sense as a benchmark of the apogee of elite cultural tourism which coincides 
with the Biennale art exhibition in devotional communion with the environment; a 
Venice which still believes in representing itself even today. 

With this project, as Lippard considers, the artists can contribute to a reformulation 
of tourism (“since, at the end of the day, their task is to teach people to look”) and 
help us to understand this world we live in and its mutations. 

 

1 GANAU CASAS, Joan. “La recreació del passat: el Barri Gòtic de Barcelona, 1880-1950”, in Quaderns 
d’Història, no. 8, 2003, p. 257-272. 

2 AUGÉ, Marc. “Un etnólogo en Disneylandia”, in El viaje imposible. El turismo y sus imágenes. 
Barcelona: Gedisa editorial, 1998 (1977), p. 23. 

3 URRY, John. The Tourist Gaze. Leisure and Travel in Contemporary Societies. London/Newbury 
Park/New Delhi: SAGE Publications, 1990, p. 3.  

 
Ciutat de vacances: Palma 
 
In the museum’s temporary exhibition hall, we present a selection of the productions 
developed, forcing them into dialogue with other works that complement or provide 
a vehicle for approaches and focuses of reflection on the basis of contemporary 
creation. 
 
The image of the Balearic archipelago began to be made visible abroad through the 
book by José Vargas Ponce, published in Madrid in 1787 under the title Descripciones 
de las islas Pithiusas y Baleares [Descriptions of the Islands and Balearic Pithiusas], 
and it was propagated as a landscape and legend thanks to the work of the painters 
who came to the islands in search of light and mythical travellers like Archduke 
Ludwig Salvator. The mass tourism that started up in Europe after World War II 
pointed to Mallorca as the prime destination in the Mediterranean, when it became 
fashionable for holiday respite for foreigners both from northern countries and 
Spaniards, after the 1946 honeymoon advertising campaigns promoted by Fomento 
del Turismo de Mallorca (one of the oldest tourism promotion institutions in the 
world). In parallel, the Land Act of 1956 gave rise to intensive development and 
construction along the coast, which also spread to Ibiza and Menorca in 1960, and 
was to signal the tertiarisation of the islands and their association with holidays. It 
was the age of the tourist boom, the draw of sea bathing and romantic relaxation 
that the singer and composer Bonet de San Pedro − the centenary of whose birth falls 
this year – disseminated in catchy commercial tunes. Today, summer hits have 
become de-seasonalised too.  

The impact of tourism on local identities reveals the evolution and transformation of 
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the receiving population and the region, but also the complex geopolitical situation 
of the competitor countries, the strategies of tour operators, the excesses of mass 
‘low-cost’ tourism and the evolution of the consumer society in exponential growth. 
As a result, urban destinations such as Palma also underwent an intense upsurge in 
terms of a change in identity, moving towards an image of luxury and status to suit 
the taste of foreign investors. 

Statistics and images are its barometer. As John Urry has insisted, tourists seek a 
realistic representation of what they have internalised from postcards and guide 
books, and therefore photography is closely linked to the tourist gaze, the 
organisation of the experience and the identification of the preconceived myth 
formed prior to travel. Images organise the anticipation of the places we visit, 
structuring memories and the narrative. The memory of each visit and movements 
are to a large extent scripted through the photographs and text, mainly verbal, with 
which we weave the images when we show them to others. Since Martin Parr, 
numerous Spanish and international artistic photographers have structured their work 
precisely in the reflection of the gaze of that tourist, in well-known series like those 
dedicated to Magaluf, the focus of much comment. 
 
In “Ciutat de vacances”, we propose a different methodology, returning to the 
starting point of stereotypes of contemporary photography and iconography in order 
to develop hypotheses of transversal interpretations removed from the customary 
formalism and based on decentralised processual field works linked to experimental 
pedagogy that deals with the historical, social and developmental changes we are 
experiencing in situ. 
 
A year ago, at Es Baluard, visitors were able to see a work from the series “Protocolli 
Veneziani” by Antoni Muntadas in which the artist deconstructs the image of Venice 
faceted by its own destination brand. Every museum project is interrelated as a 
programmatic line cohesive with the objective of lending sense to contemporary art 
in terms of today’s society. 
 
“Ciutat de vacances” (Vacation City) in Palma is comprised of two themes: the 
dichotomy of the private as opposed to the public on the one hand, and on the other, 
the imagery of the tourism myth. Both are fundamentally linked by the analysis and 
construction of the phenomenon of tourism through the gaze of both host and guest, 
of the economy and ecology, from the nearby example of the Balearics and the 
Mediterranean to the global paradigm. 
 
The photographic heritage of postcards and historic posters, and the recording of 
moving images, are instruments used by both artists and tourists as a means and an 
end. Moreover, the origins of the cinematographer have an influence, as does the 
association of narratives through documentaries or the numerous amateur, 
entertainment and advertising films encouraging tourists’ choices for their travels 
and the typical expression that will reproduce them. 
 
We may well think that every myth is based on an image. The abstraction of a sun 
conceived by Joan Miró has been a global reference since 1983, associated to the 
Turespaña campaigns as the corporate image of Spanish tourism, like its previous 
application in 1973 to the also-famous poster by Mallorca’s Fomento del Turismo 
tourist board.  
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Identitary dynamics reveal the truth of the worshippers of sun and light when 
incombustible waves of tourists leap on its flames for pleasure, redemption or 
curiosity. 
 
Photography is the magical act that captures its incandescence. That ritual exercise 
reveals and shows itself as a testimony of social evolution and the progressive 
mercantilist objectives linked to its industry through the photographic-touristic 
document. Using postcards and posters from the different periods, this heritage 
creates the history and archaeology of places and moments, like the reproductions 
made by Herwin Hubert. The same is true of Josep Planas i Montanyà, who 
introduced the postcard as a commercial tourist instrument and developed, like no 
other, an amiable documentalism of the expansion in the Balearic Islands of the so-
called Balearisation. His photographs, commissioned for hotels, are essential for 
understanding the phenomenon. At Es Baluard, with the collaboration of the Mallorca 
Hotel Business Federation, we have re-published a selection of these vintage 
postcards showing the evolution of the formats of transmission, enticement and 
transfer of the gaze according to demands. 
 
Thus, upon analysing these promotional materials, not only coming from Mallorca but 
also those of the Thomas Cook group and its Holidaymaking magazine for example, 
we observe the gradual evolution of the destination images (during the ‘50s, they 
focussed on the cathedral, folklore, fishing boats and the idealisation of tradition) 
towards new hotels, views of beaches, pools and tanned tourists in the foreground. 
That is to say, the group and regional identity is replaced, giving way to 
standardisation and dehistoricization. 
 
In this way, the city of Palma reveals one of the axes of the exhibition in comparison 
to examples that precede its dynamics in Barcelona and Miami, revealing presents 
and potentials. 
 
Gentrification is one of the symptoms of the problems inherent in tourism 
development. One of the first visibilization actions organised by Es Baluard was the 
workshop by the Left Hand Rotation collective which, in addition to congregating the 
artistic and activist sector close to its circumstances, enabled one to reflect, on the 
basis of action, on the metastasis of the city’s icons and their decadence. Three 
artists with links to the Balearics, Marina Planas, Neus Marroig and Irene de Andrés 
also take the image as a point of analysis. Planas does so through the influence of her 
grandfather Josep Planas Montanyà, Marroig by using quotes from travel guides and 
reference books, and De Andrés by means of the ruins of the clubs and discotheques 
of Ibiza, an icon of leisure. The structures and planning of spaces urbanised as resorts 
are usually islands within islands, the theme park (as Michel Houellebecq so precisely 
describes in his novel Platform) which, in its kitsch exponent, is presented to us by 
Xisco Bonnín after he made contact with the Paradisus Rio de Oro in Cuba. 
 
Faced with the organised circuits, the political dimension of being stateless or an 
emigrant dealt with by Adrian Melis, as a tourist feature, situates us on a touristic 
performative circuit from a stance of marginality. 
 
The effect of the visible and underground economies or the instrumentalization of 
spaces is revealed in four artistic works produced during the last two years. Daniel 
Gasol proposes a historical review based on an artist’s residency in Alaró (Mallorca), 
Irene Pittatore has centred on workers in the tourism sector in a city transformed 
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into pure service for tourists – Venice -, the Idensitat collective, activated by Gaspar 
Maza and Ramon Parramon, explored semi-deserted places conditioned by 
seasonality, whilst at an opposite pole, Ana A. Ochoa analyses the strategies linked 
to the luxury investments that transform things public into things private, as has 
occurred with the operations carried out in the city of Miami.  
 
A transformation that turns the photographs of the coastline and adjoining areas 
explored by Ángel Marcos into an archaeology of the present, which foretells the 
standardisation of the landscape. Tourism imagery, group identity and tourist 
stereotypes transport us to a different focus of those who use the image as a 
resource. In the expanded field of the photographic, Ochoa, Marcos and Trillo have 
enabled us to produce, within the exhibition space, new forms of interpretation of 
their work based on the archives of the “Ciutat de vacances” assignment.  
 
The figurehead, in this setting of comings and goings, is the host, whilst the guest, 
cloned in his or her tribal variables, photographs and is photographed in an infinite 
loop where attitudes, faces and the standardised use of holiday time are all one. 
Miguel Trillo captures gestures of the body and the epidermis of the new sun 
worshippers, aesthetics of young people that are repeated eternally in leisure 
spaces, whatever their geographic point in the world, when it is the image that 
embalms the hunter and the prey, the container and the contained. In a similar 
sense, the same exercise is performed by Massimo Vitali when he uses photography 
to capture the extensions, leisure spaces with high occupational density, images that 
synthesize their alienating choreography in thematised leisure parks like sanctuaries. 
The special light given off by Vitali’s photographs transports us once again to the 
ancestral exercise of worshipping the Sun God. Based on the installation, and 
deconstructing the image that blinds and guides us, Juan Aizpitarte prepares a 
complex exercise of synthetisation. Following the post-structuralist vision of Dean 
MacCannell, it is a form of apprehending the Other through symbolic representation. 
On this point, reference systems are fundamental. A path which is also put forward 
based on observation by Melissa Epaminondi, in the long travelling shot moving from 
the shore of a beach in Corsica. 
 
Finally, with the aim of rethinking different study cases based on anthropology and 
the arts, we have introduced analyses of works and reference proposals both in the 
local sphere and internationally which enable us to maintain an open research group 
in the exhibition hall itself. To achieve this, we have enjoyed the collaboration of 
Jana Leo, Marc Morell, Fran Simó and Tomás Ruiz-Rivas, who have outlined their 
proposals to confront the different audiences and visitors to the exhibition with 
them. 
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Text by Marc Morell 

 
On tourist commodification and the collaborationism it requires 
 
In 1988 the Australian cinema and photography director Dennis O’Rourke released 
Cannibal Tours, a documentary with a sound dose of fiction he had filmed eleven 
years earlier, in 1977, along the shores of the South of the River Sepik in Papua New 
Guinea. The film is about the river journey a relatively small group of wealthy 
Americans and Europeans undertake, and of how they interact with the local Papuan 
inhabitants of the Iatmul ethnic group they encounter in the villages they visit. 
Without really going into explicit political statements, most of the documentary is 
devoted to show the barbarian idealised past of the Iatmul, e.g. their extinguished 
cannibal practices. 
But above all, O’Rourke conveys to us the anxious visual consumption of the Papuans 
by the tourists. Furthermore, given the lack of custom in these villages, the film 
shows to us their assumedly precarious skills in the art of bargaining when allowing 
the tourists to take photographs of their bodies, both from adults and children. The 
authenticity these bodies may contain fades as soon as they are priced. Improvised 
dances are also bought and craft souvenirs such as Wood carvings, masks, baskets 
and bags made of braided fibres and various objects of religious and collective use. 
Payments are not necessarily made in cash and we often find exchanges involving 
cigarettes, balloons and cheap perfumes. 
To sum up, the dehumanisation with which the tourists unconsciously submit the 
Iatmul in their exoticisation and the commodification of their life styles, no matter 
how banal they might be, dehumanises in turn the very same tourists who seem to be 
solely motivated by the irrational commercialisation of those they see as different 
and that, in fact, are no other than practical, reasonable and, in short, as modern or 
more than them but always departing, of course, from a position of unequal power. 
With the final scene the documentary reaches its apotheosis, and it shows us the 
tourist boat throwing a party in which they all wear gadgets poorly bought to the 
Iatmul while they dance their white bodies, now painted, tropicalised and tribalised 
at the rhythm of a piece of Mozart. The spectator, stupefied, has long since realised 
who are the true anthropophagous. 
Twenty six years after the filming, in 2003, and almost at the antipodes of the River 
Sepik, in full display of the first ecotax, the Balearic Institute for Tourism (IBATUR) 
began a promotional campaign using street posters that targeted the population of 
the Balearic and Pitiuses Islands under the catchphrase: “The tourist a friend. Make 
him come back”. In these posters we find three characters around a table under a 
porch. One of them is a man in a suit (we interpret he is the tourist) who is standing 
with his hands on the table and who has unintentionally soaked the tip of his tie in 
his cup of coffee. The other two seem to be the hosts: a heterosexual autochthon 
couple. He, wearing jeans and also standing up, smiles to the camera while he fishes 
out his guest’s tie with a half-sullen half-helpful pose. She –sitting down and dressed 
in red- shows signs of being exaggeratedly dismayed. 
Unlike O’Rourke’s Cannibal Tours, where  we are shown how the Iatmul enter in the 
monetised economy by selling their way at so many dollars a snap, the image of 
IBATUR would be unblemished if it were not for the tie soaked in coffee. The 
message is clear. Honouring a participatory economy, we are encouraged to warmly 
welcome tourists who visit us as well as actively take part in building a tourist 
fidelity that is thought to be basic for the economic sustainability of the sector and, 
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given its importance to the islands’ political economy, for the whole of the Balearic 
and Pitiuses society. 
Yet such an image of bonhomie towards the tourist is not something new of our 
times. We, the inhabitants of the Balearic and Pitiuses Islands, have an important 
tradition based on giving full attention to our visitors. Read if not the description the 
Archduke Ludwig Salvatore von Habsburg, a Central-European aristocrat traveller, 
wrote in his Die Balearen in the mid 19th century: 

Any foreigner, even being a perfect stranger, for [Majorcans] is a welcomed 
guest to whom they will never get tired of paying attention. Therefore, they 
do the unspeakable to regale him with services, and it would be a question of 
honour to treat him to and show him the beauties of the island or of the city 
of residence. 

The Archduke does not look into the reason of this attitude; he deals with it as if it 
were a natural state of the islanders, almost a matter of identity. We could think we 
might be confronting collaboration, that is, a kind of equitable reciprocity in which 
one way or the other everyone gains the same. While incipient, collaboration does 
not necessarily happen mediated by the nudity of economic exchange, it can happen 
in the guise of what we have come to know as social capital. In fact, unlike the 
Iatmul, these services shirk any money account. Both the islanders of our Archduke 
and the host couple of IBATUR’s campaign attest how important it is not to mention 
the income generated by tourism (call it travel if you prefer). 
However, it is the horizon of the economic return what makes them all collaborate 
with servile attitude to the extent of acting as «cicerones» showing the best kept 
treasures. Complacent attitudes aside, the fact of formulating the market in such 
equitable terms that it no longer looks like a market conceal the geography of power 
that runs across it and that privileges the history that confirms certain hierarchies. A 
whole complex of short-term profit that is decidedly intrinsic to our tourist economy 
hides behind the affable company of the couple that cares for the visitor’s petty 
misfortune and the natives’ complacent unveiling of the islands secrets. Other cases, 
though, are not as keen in holding it back. Let us take a look at the following sketch I 
introduce so to conclude this reflection. 
Most recently, the collaborative economy the European Union encourages has 
reached the sphere of residential tourist rentals hand in hand with the platform 
capitalism that certain nowadays well-known companies champion. Following the 
tendencies already developed across the world, in 2017 the Balearic Government will 
open the way so that residential housing can be commercialised via tourism in our 
cities and villages. Different stakeholdrs speak of democratising the benefits that 
come from the offer of tourist accommodation –one of the main means of production 
within the industry, from helping with some extra income to a population that is still 
suffering the effects of the crisis, etc. 
That said, if successful, this enterprise will lead us to the residential housing stock 
spell–which will necessarily also get reduced, to an invisibility of the precarious 
conditions of domestic work and, among other issues, a social gap in the very same 
working class, a gap between a strengthened small landlord class and a growing 
tenant class characterised by forms of highly flexible residential occupancy that will 
add to their current living conditions. The tourist commercialization of housing is, 
thus, a class matter that adds to the accumulated experiences of our urban society 
fuelling the capitalist extraction from labour. 
Moreover, this commercialisation will depend every time more on individual fields of 
decision-making. Here, just like it happened with the Papuans of Cannibal Tours, 
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although the economic relationship is not concealed, we still find continuities with 
the native representations of IBATUR and the Archduke; exemplified by a tourist 
fidelity that is first and foremost seen as an internal affair, not external. And this is 
so because the tourist commercialisation of housing requires the active involvement 
of small landowners to the extent of tuning their collaboration into and unconditional 
collaborationism. We have already given them the landscapes and the houses, now it 
is only a matter of time for them to take pictures of our bodies and, who knows?, for 
them to fast upon us. 
 

 
 

Artists and projects 
 
 

 
1.EDÉN. Juan Aizpitarte 
 
Presenting several different pieces that are related to one 
another by way of a pilgrimage linking the sense of 
enlightenment on the tourist circuit to a mystic 
experience. In them, the observer is distanced from the 
icon image, being empirically integrated into a diffused 
ritual, between the memory and the present moment. A 

conceptual work from light represented to light as a physical experience. Aizpitarte’s 
research is based on the variants of the historical icons of tourism such as hotels, the profiles 
of the coast, the colour of the sea or cruise ship routes.   
 
The result expresses the relationship of tourist imagery to subjective memory. The captured 
image moves through the icons evoked by the pioneering pictorial images of the island, up to 
the picture-postcard image of the standardised tourist resorts, and superimposes them in an 
oneiric fashion, with the experience of light as the centre of its visual target 
 

Juan Aizpitarte. Crossing the border between action and representation, he invades the 
terrain of social policies and the aesthetic of the masses. In his latest works, play and fiction 
are imposed as ways of communication, introducing the public as part of his works.  

Interested in acting on different scales, he investigates and intervenes in urban territories 
through his actions in and on the public space, allowing us to question the contemporary 
world through participatory social activism and the processes of media appropriation. At the 
same time, his videographic works, after an apparent formalism, introduce these same 
elements from a more introspective position. He has worked on projects about social contexts 
and tourism, such as "Benidorm, Benidorm" and has started "Ciutat de Vacances" with a 
residency at Arts Santa Monica: Tourism Interpretation Centre (August, 2016). 

http://juanaizpitarte.com/ 
 
 

2.GLORY'S. DONDE NADA OCURRE. Irene de Andrés 
  
Donde nada ocurre (Where Nothing Happens) is a project that 
covers the memory of five discotheques and clubs in Ibiza, 
abandoned or temporarily disused as waste from the tourism 
industry: FESTIVAL CLUB, IDEA, HEAVEN, TORO MAR and 
GLORY’S.  
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The last one, GLORY’S, was one of the first discotheques on the island, located in the former 
Can Bufí hippodrome in the ‘seventies and ‘eighties, in its second phase, and inaugurated as 
an open-air discotheque, moving later to the first floor of the building where it became 
famous for its after-parties in the late ‘nineties. The now-deserted construction, in its fourth 
phase, houses its own rubble and is also used as a warehouse for recycling containers. 
 
Irene de Andrés is a graduate of Fine Arts from the Complutense University in Madrid. The 
development of tourism in Ibiza, her home region, along with research of the tourism 
phenomenon as an element of colonisation, shape the main theme of his work, expressed 
through diverse disciplines such as installation, video, photography and drawing.  
Her work has been exhibited both individually and in different collective exhibitions: “Idea. 
Donde nada ocurre” (“Idea. Where nothing happens”, Casal Solleric, Palma, 2013), 
“Generaciones 2013”, (“Generations 2013”, La Casa Encendida, Madrid, 2013),  “The 
window” (L21 Gallery, Madrid, 2013-2014); “Tabula rasa o la (im)posibilidad de construir una 
generación” (“Blank Slate or the (im)possibility of building a generation”, Es Baluard Museu 
d’Art Contemporani de Palma/Muu gallery, Helsinki, both in 2014; Hilvaria Studio’s, 
Netherlands, 2015); “Paradisus” (Miramemira, Santiago de Compostela, 2015), “Energy Flash” 
(MuHKA, Antwerp, Belgium, 2016), “11.30 in the morning” (Casal Solleric, Palma, 2016); and 
others. http://www.irenedeandres.com/ 
 

3.«HONEYMOON CLUB RESORT». Xisco Bonnín 
 
Just as the icon-building of the show-city shows great indifference for 
the metropolis that surrounds it, contemporary tourism complexes, 
known as ‘resorts’, are divorced from the human, historical and 
geographical territory where they are located, to create simulations 
and parallel hyper-realities where predictable experiences are 

offered. The post-modern tourism industry has become specialised, parcelling these 
complexes in accordance with typologies in order to prevent interference in the enjoyment of 
leisure, families with children, young people, the elderly, couples... The ‘resorts’ for newly-
wedded couples are places that seek to provide experiences by making the tourists 
participants in thematised surroundings vergin on the realms of kitsch. 

Xisco Bonnín. A graduate of Art History from the University of the Balearic Islands and the 
Autonomous University of Barcelona, he was coordinator of the Escena section of the art 
magazine Casatomada and co-founder of the La Fàbrica de Licors Arts Visuals space.  
 
His artistic career revolves around research, from a sociological stance, of the post-industrial 
urban society through the photographic medium. Many of his works are based on more 
orthodox patterns of documentalism, although he does also explore other, more experimental 
routes.  
 
He has exhibited in different individual and collective displays: “Adiós barrio chino, adios” 
(“Goodbye to the Red-Light District, Goodbye”, Espai Mallorca, Barcelona, 2002), “Rock & 
Wall”. Espai Obert. (C.C. La Misericordia, Palma, 2004), “Reubicación” (“Relocation”, Xavier 
Fiol gallery, Palma, 2004) IX Bienal Internacional de Fotografia Fotonoviembre 07, Sta Cruz de 
Tenerife, 2007), “Trafic 08” (“Traffic 08”, C.C.C.B., Barcelona, 2008), “En Privat 1” (“In 
Private 1”, Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma, 2008), “Autorretrato en 
365 disparos” (“Self-portrait in 365 Shots”, Can Gelabert, Binissalem, Mallorca, 2011), “Sex, 
Lies & Photo” (Galería Pelaires, Palma, 2013) “Las Ciudades (In)visibles” (“The (In)visible 
Cities”, Casal Solleric, Palmaphoto15, Palma, 2015 ) and XIII Bienal Internacional de 
Fotografia Fotonoviembre (La Laguna, Tenerife, 2015), among others. 
http://www.xiscobonnin.com/ 
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4.PLAGE. Mélissa Epaminondi 
A long travelling shot filmed from the shore, moving towards the 
spectators-protagonists of everyday life on a beach in summer. 
This sequence shot moves from person to person, between that 
which is looked at and the onlooker.  
 
Mélissa Epaminondi, an architect and visual artist, lives and works 

in Paris and Corsica. Since 2008, she has been a member of the L140 group (a studio for 
design projects between art and architecture) and at the same time engages in her own work 
individually and teaches video-art classes at the University of Corsica. Her work combines art 
and architecture through the notion of projection. Her architectural approach gives her a 
unique interpretation of video and installation. Mainly, she focusses on the relationship 
between body, architecture and film, with particular interest in the spaces connected to 
intimacy. 
 
Her works have been exhibited in collective exhibitions held in a range of different countries: 
“Home Sweet Home” (La Générale, Paris, 2006), “Hair 140” (L140, Paris, 2009), 
“Mésologiques” (Chaire Développement des territoires et inovation, Corte, France, 2011), “3 
Courts-Métrages” (“3 short films”, Fabrique de Théâtre, site européen de création, Bastia, 
France / Maison Conti, Centre d’Art Contemporain Ange Leccia, Oletta, France, 2014), 
“Hallucination(s)” (Centre d’Art Contemporain Ange Leccia, Haute-Corse, France, 2015) and 
“Promenades” (Frac Corse, Corte, France, 2016). 
https://www.melissaepaminondi.fr/ 
 
 

5.LA IMAGEN EXTERIOR, LA DEPENDENCIA ECONÓMICA Y 
EL PODER BALEAR. PROYECTO «SOUVENIR, TURISMO Y 
HERENCIA POLÍTICAS». Daniel Gasol 
 
In the ‘fifties, an international opening-up was planned to 
provide an economic boost to Spain. The project presented 
in this video analyses the notion of tourism based on citizens 

as the political legacy of internationalisation and how it affects regional structures (for 
example, by occupying public spaces or turning villages into dormitory towns, of co-
existence, the symbols of identity (re)defined (like Alaró castle or souvenirs as iconographic 
elements), in order to turn the data gathered into symbolic proposals that (re)turn the public 
space and identity as a form connected to the historic traditions of the context. 
 
 
Daniel Gasol is a graduate in Fine Arts and has a master’s degree in Artistic Productions and 
Research from Barcelona University, as well as a PhD in Advanced Studies in artistic 
productions and research (2014). He is an artist, cultural researcher and contributor to 
specialist media. 
  
Socio-cultural research linked to artistic production defines his work, which is developed 
through installation and video. Gasol emphasizes the role of the communications media in 
social processes of construction of reality. 
  
He was director of Oficina 36 <Barcelona, 2009-2013) and curator selected by public tender 
for the Bòlit 2015; he participated in the Sabadell Biennale 2015, the Embarra’t Art Festival 
2015 (Tàrrega) and the Juan Downey Biennale (Santiago de Chile 2015). He was awarded Pilar 
Juncosa & Sotheby’s 2015 scholarship for artistic education from the Fundació Pilar i Joan 
Miró a Mallorca and was selected as artist in residence at Addaya Centre d’Art Contemporani 
(Alaró, Mallorca, 2016) as part of the ETAC project (Cross-border Contemporary Art Space). 
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6.TEMPORALITATS URBANES. GLOSSARI DELS ESPAIS ZOMBI. 
ESPAIS DE TEMPORADA. PALMA, MALLORCA. URBANISMES DE 
TEMPORADA. BARCELONA. | IDENSITAT (Ramon Parramon - 
Gaspar Maza) 

The glossary of zombie spaces is a list of concepts which seeks to 
specify what actions, phenomena or circumstances contribute to 

the processes of the zombification of spaces. This iconized glossary places particular 
emphasis on relating spaces conditioned by the tourism industry to elements that define 
zombie spaces. The contexts of Palma (Majorca) and Barcelona are contrasted based on the 
idea of seasonality or temporality. In a case based on tourist activity that defines a 
temporality throughout the year, and on the other hand, on the urban transformation of a 
city that is subject to phenomena specific to global capitalism, such as periods of crisis, or 
links between political interests and private interests. Some spaces have tourism as the 
activation and deactivation element. 

SEASONAL SPACES | Palma, Majorca. Over-crowded and over-exposed places that become 
semi-abandoned and lethargic spaces which are repeatedly activated and deactivated through 
short cycles. They are found to be undefined or in transition between the place and the non-
place. 

SEASONAL DEVELOPMENTS | Barcelona. Places near the coast that are becoming tourist 
destinations. Peripheral spaces, still not overexposed or overexploited, in the process of 
reconversion. After a stand-by period, the renders, the fences and the machines appear, 
proof of the end of lethargy.  

IDENSITAT is an art project that experiments with ways of affecting the spatial, seasonal and 
social dimensions of territory through creative processes.  

Ramon Parramon. Artist and cultural manager, he holds a degree in Fine Arts and a doctorate 
from the University of Vigo. The manager and founder of IDENSITAT (since 1999), since 2010, 
he has been the manager of ACVic, Centre d’Arts Contemporànies de Vic. He has directed the 
master's degree course in Design, Art and Public Space at Elisava-UPF (2000-2010). He has 
curated several exhibitions such as "TRANSLOCACIONES. Observatorio de proyectos" (Arts 
Santa Mònica, Barcelona, 2015), "Artesanos. Construcciones colectivas del espacio social" (La 
Capella, Barcelona, 2013) “CATALIZADORES. Arte, educación, territorios” (Arts Santa Mònica, 
Barcelona, 2010), “Ciudades Intervenidas”  (La Capella, Barcelona, 2010), "Madrid Abierto" 
(Madrid, 2005). He has participated in and organised seminars, workshops and debate forums 
on art and social space at national and international level and has published and coordinated 
several publications on these themes. 

Gaspar Maza. He holds a degree in Geography and History from the Universitat de Barcelona, 
a post-graduate degree in Social Education from the Universitat de Barcelona, and a 
doctorate in Social Anthropology from the Universidad Rovira i Virgili of Tarragona. He works 
as a professor in the department of Anthropology of the Universidad Rovira i Virgili of 
Tarragona where he teaches various subjects in the urban Anthropology master's programme 
as well as at the Reus School of Architecture on the Social Anthropology degree course. In 
addition, he participates as a professor in the School of Sport and Physical Activity Sciences 
(CAFE) of the Ramon Llull University. He is a member of IDENSITAT, where he habitually takes 
part in the development of various projects related to the subjects of public space, 
creativity, territory and sport. 

https://www.idensitat.net/ca/ 
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7.NODO REPLICANTE DE LA CIUDAD ESCENARIO. Left 
Hand Rotation  

The Pueblo Español (Spanish Village) as a replica replicates 
itself, leaping the borders of its private enclosure and 
reproducing itself in never-ending stop-overs, in the 
production of the contemporary spaces of the historic city 
centre of Palma, Majorca. The replica escapes from its 
place of confinement and by devouring its point of 

reference the inhabited city is reproduced. 

The Left Hand Rotation collective developed interventions in the public space within the 
environment of the Pueblo Español with collaborative dynamics involving society and other 
creators in reflections on the relationship between tourism and contemporary cities.  

In the sessions that took place at Es Baluard and in the neighbourhood of Son Espanyolet 
(Palma) on 12th, 13th and 14th May, 2016 they analysed and reflected on the idea of the city 
as a theme park, on the “Brand City” concept and tourism as a tool legitimised by the 
economic crisis. They also carried out a series of collective urban actions in the area, which 
are reflected in this video. 

Left Hand Rotation is an artistic collective active since 2005, which runs projects that express 
intervention, appropriationism, the recording and manipulation of videos. The collective is 
structured as an impersonal entity unassociated with the individual/author and approaches 
each project in the belief that the recipient community is not a spectator but an active, 
essential part of the transformation of social reality. The will of communities to testify to 
their situation enables the action to be expressed. 

LEFT (the abstract concept) HAND (the object, the material) ROTATION (the action) is a turn 
in the opposite direction that can occur at any time, a screw that must be tightened the 
opposite way to what is expected. 

http://www.lefthandrotation.com/ 

 
8.END OF SEASON. Ángel Marcos 

The author has turned the "gender" of the landscape into a constant 
in his work, placing himself in the fields of Castile (Spain), in the 
footsteps of cruelty, in the contemporary Babylon, in the iconic 
places of New York, Cuba, Las Vegas, Barcelona or China and their 
physical and social transformations. He uses photography as his 

principal method of expression to confront us with everyday life and make us ponder our own 
situation. In his work, the landscape is usually the main protagonist, which is why he has 
worked his mutation in Palma, travelling along the outline of the bay's coastline from one end 
to the other, like an archaeology for the future.  

The work of Ángel Marcos refers insistently to the blind spot of Canetti, beyond which things 
have stopped being real. It is here beyond modern experience that the author focuses his 
gaze; there, in the space between desire and publicity as a construction resulting from the 
historic event of having replaced the real with seduction.  

The artist develops his work on specific projects that serve as a subjective approach to 
photographic action. This is the case with "Los bienaventurados" (1997), "La Chute" (2000), 
"Alrededor del sueño" (2001-2008), "Rastros", (2003), "Un coup de dés" (2008), "Rabo de 
Lagartija" (2010), "La mirada oculta" (2011) or "La subversión íntima", which was presented at 
the 55th Venice Biennale (2013). 

All these projects have been shown in individual and collective exhibitions in numerous 
national and international institutions and private galleries. The works of Angel Marcos are 
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found in recognised collections and museums: The Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía 
(Madrid), Instituto Valenciano de Arte Moderno (Valencia), ARTIUM de Álava (Vitoria-Gasteiz), 
MUSAC-Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Castilla y León (León), Museo Patio Herreriano 
(Valladolid), Baker Museum (Florida, USA), Fonds national d'art contemporain (FNAC), Maison 
Européenne de la Photographie (París), The Margulies Collection (Miami) or The Speyer Family 
Foundation at the Rockefeller Center (New York), among others.  

http://www.angelmarcos.com 

 

9.IMATGE PÚBLICA. Neus Marroig 

An image that publicly represents a place is called 
imageology, a term that Wikipedia defines as "the scientific 
knowledge necessary to create, develop and maintain a 
public image". The tourist image can be real or fictitious; it 
can be invented, recreated, distorted, it can be the truth or 
a lie, or it can also be a myth. The project consists of 

analysing the evolution of the public image of the city of Palma through 40 quotes taken from 
books and travel guides from 1839 to the present. 

Neus Marroig holds a degree in Fine Arts and a Master's degree in Creative Documentary. Her 
interests are focused on researching the mechanisms that are generated to record, set in 
time or commemorate, and which, consequently, are mechanisms for forgetting. 

She has participated in several group exhibitions, such as "Body & Games" (Escola Leandre 
Cristòfol, Lleida, 2017), "Tabula rasa o la (im)possibilitat de construir una generación" (Es 
Baluard, Palma/Muu Gallery, Helsinki, both in 2014; Hilvaria Studio’s, Holland, 2015) 
"Proyecto: TSST, fragmento, memoria y copia" (Museo Modernista de Can Prunera, Sóller, 
2012), and "Disonancias, más alla de la muralla” (public space of the city of Palma, 2010). She 
has exhibited individually at Can Prunera (“The walk”, 2015) and at the Intersecció Art gallery 
in Palma (“Exilio Interior”, 2010). 

Rey Jaume I of Calvià Prize for Visual Arts (2010), she received the Art Jove Special Mention 
2006 and obtained the residency grant to develop the project "Cuando los calcetines se cosen" 
at CRIdA Palma (2012) and the grant for experimentation in the graphic art Workshops of the 
Fundació Pilar i Joan Miró a Mallorca (Palma, 2007). 
https://neusmarroig.wixsite.com/neusmarroig 
 
 

10.TOURISM WITHOUT DOCUMENTS. Adrian Melis 
 
The work is based on the journey made by Adrian Melis to 
reach the Kunsthalle Basel in order to exhibit his work. At the 
time when he made the trip, Melis had no valid identification 
document. This came about after the artist extended his stay 
in Spain after his temporary visa expired, at the same time as 

his Cuban foreign residence permit ran out, transforming the artist into an illegal expatriate. 
The trip was planned totally illegally, as he envisaged crossing borders and the possibility of 
escaping from the authorities, running the risk of being captured. The journey began in 
Barcelona, the city where the artist lives, leading to the city of Basel, Switzerland, and 
passing through the French and Swiss borders. Melis made the same journey to return to 
Barcelona. Along the way, he recorded everything that happened around him: the travelling 
through different cities, crossing the borders, changes in means of transport (trains, buses, 
cars), conversations with people, managing the purchase of tickets, the change in languages. 
The intention was to create a personal and subjective vision, generating a similar document 
to the aesthetics of tourist features. In the montage during the post-production process the 
artist included his own voice, narrating the real reasons that forced him to travel illegally. 
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Adrian Melis trained at the Instituto Superior de Arte (ISA) University of Arts in Havana and 
graduated in the Behaviour Art School, completing his training with a residency at the 
Rijksakademie van Beldeende Kunsten in Amsterdam. 
 
His work – which he develops using video, photography and installation – is based on the socio-
economic circumstances of Cuba and Europe and the structural changes that arise as a result 
of them, with emphasis on the problems that affect individuals today such as unemployment, 
bureaucratic inefficiency or political corruption, for example. 
 
His work has been exhibited in different museums, galleries and national and international art 
centres: Bòlit Centre d’Art Contemporani (Girona, 2011), ADN Galería (Barcelona, from 2012 
on), Kunsthalle Basel (Switzerland, 2013),  Casal Solleric (Palma, Mallorca, 2013), The 
Museum of Modern Art, (New York, United States, 2014), Copenhagen International 
Documentary Film Festival (Copenhagen, Denmark, 2015), MACBA  Museu d’Art Contemporani 
de Barcelona (2016), Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma (2016), 
Kunstlehrstuhl (Baden, Baden, 2017) and La Panaceé (Montpellier, France, 2017), among 
others. https://www.adrianmelis.net/ 

 
11.ORIGINAL FOR THE POSTER MALLORCA, CONSEJO DEL FOMENTO 
DEL TURISMO ESPAÑOL, FOR THE PROMOTION OF THE ISLAND OF 
MALLORCA. Joan Miró  
 
Commissioned in 1973 by the then-president of the tourist board, 
Fomento de Turismo de Mallorca – an institution established in 1905 to 
promote tourism on the island -, Antoni Garau, with the aim of 
publishing a large promotional poster based in turn on the medal for the 
young painters’ competition promoted by the Serra group as a tribute to 
the sun of Mallorca in 1972. 
 

From a very young age Joan Miró visited Mallorca as a result of his family ties to the island 
(his mother was from the island), a link that intensified after his marriage to Pilar Juncosa, 
who was also of Mallorcan origin. In 1956 Miró chose the island as his definitive place of 
residence because he found the peace and quiet he yearned for here. 
 

12.MIAMI BEACH: THE SUN CITY. Ana A. Ochoa 

A historic building in Miami Beach (Florida), the Versailles (1940), 
has led Ana A. Ochoa to work with the past, with history and the 
memory of the urban tourist environment of this Florida beach 
and to analyse its evolution. An evolution assigned to strategies 
linked to luxury real estate and to the art that has given rise to a 
new profile and economic model for the city. 

The artist, in the style of Walter Benjamin, has brought to the present the perception of this 
past and its evolution, questioning with her work the lineality of historical texts and showing 
that the past is not closed off, as is also demonstrated in her other works on the "pre-Disney" 
Florida of the 1950s, (Weeke Wachee: The City of Mermaids), and on the first tourist 
attractions of Florida in the 1930s (Coral Castle y la increíble historia de Ed Leedsklanin).  

Ochoa began to research Miami Beach territory, where she has lived for more than a decade, 
by setting up a detailed field study of the urban public environment of the beach area, an 
area whose transformation has come to be reproduced, like a premonitory echo, in other 
cities with similar conditions. 

Ana A. Ochoa holds a degree in Journalism from the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. She 
started her career as a visual artist when she moved to Buenos Aires, a city where she lived 
for a decade. Her body of work has taken many different forms, from woven pieces and 
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drawings in India ink on jagged canvas in the shape of small sculptured pieces, to photography 
and documentaries.  

Her film work, the documentary "Suite Miami", was selected to be shown as part of the 
"Migraciones: Mirando al Sur" cycle and has been shown in the Spanish Cultural Centres in 
Miami, Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador and Costa Rica, and in the Cineteca Nacional of 
Mexico, as well as in relevant exhibition areas in Spain, such as the Espacio Ciudad in Vitoria-
Gasteiz.  

Her work is mostly focused on the theme of the city and combines her journalistic and artistic 
work in an autobiographical symbiosis. She has lived and worked in Miami for 10 years, during 
which time she has run an activity project in the public space of Miami Beach, photographing 
and filming the place and developing a peculiar cartography of the beach area. Currently, she 
is researching the evolution of an historic building on Miami Beach: "The Versailles Hotel", 
currently being remodelled. 

13.LAVORATORI DEL TURISMO. Irene Pittatore 

A study about Venice based on professional experience and 
the conditions under which workers in the city’s tourist sector 
do their work. 

Lavoratori del turismo is a non-narrative video that aims to 
pinpoint a device for observing and recording the 

consequences of global tourism, especially for tourist work and the transformations of the 
main "holiday cities". 

Irene Pittatore. Artist and cultural activist is co-founder of Impasse, a cultural association 
that works to protect intellectual work (R-set, Tools for cultural workers) and to extend and 
contaminate contexts by producing and enjoying contemporary art. She is an artistic 
collaborator for MW and Playboy Italy.  

For the last ten years she has been working on evaluation and creative documentation for 
institutions and companies through organic sensitive action projects within the context of 
intervention. 

She is focused on the art book A BOOK TO/BE | A DIY user manual for art practices in urban 
regenerations (Archive Books publications), devoted to artistic projects connected with urban 
regeneration processes in Turin and Berlin, edited by Nicoletta Daldanise. The research phase 
of the project has been carried out in Berlin, thanks to the Movin'Up award of the Department 
of Goods and Cultural Activities and Italian Tourism and the GAI (Associazione per il Circuito 
dei Giovani Artisti Italiani). http://irenepittatore.it/ 

14.TAXONOMÍA DEL HOTEL BALEAR. Marina Planas 

An experimental proposal regarding the interactions of an archive 
and re-readings of the tourist image. Marina Planas, 
granddaughter of Josep Planas Montanyà, who introduced the 
postcard and tourist photography to Majorca, develops a 
contemporary interpretation of her grandfather's archive, 

concentrating on a wide background of industrial, tourist and commercial photography in the 
Balearic Islands. The work makes reference to the Atlas of Aby Warburg and the fragility of 
the document as a negation of access to the touristic past, with an analytical rigour 
conditioned by the historical a priori.  

Marina Planas is a video artist, writer and cultural manager, who has lived in Barcelona, New 
York and Palma (Majorca). In Barcelona, she worked as a photographer and editor for several 
cultural publications. She also worked for Infinia, a recognised post-production cinema 
company where directors such as Bigas Luna and Pedro Almodóvar have made films. She has 
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shown her work at La Nacional in New York, where she has given performances and displayed 
experimental art pieces. In recent years she has created several video projections for dance 
in various national theatres. As a video artist, she has done projections for Exposono 2015 and 
the film club in Sa Possessió (2015). She is currently finishing a documentary essay on 
memories of a gulag located beyond the Arctic Circle, managing the Arxiu Planas and working 
as a cultural manager in the Centre Cultural Casa Planas. 

15.LÍNEA DE COSTA. Miguel Trillo 

A series of photographs created by Miguel Trillo during two period of 
residence on the beaches of Palma and environs during the summer of 
2016. The images present a dialogue between urban territory and human 
presence in which portraits of young Spanish and foreign tourists who 
roam or surrender to leisure in different areas and spaces along the 
Palma coastline predominate.  

Miguel Trillo is a graduate of Image and of Hispanic Linguistics. A 
witness to an era, since the end of the seventies he has portrayed groups 
of young people in musical surroundings (concerts, parties, etc.) in a 

Spain emerging from dictatorship. In the eighties he photographed the so-called "Movida 
Madrileña". In the past decade, while still reflecting on Spanish youth, he also travelled to the 
megalopoli of Asia in search of new urban aesthetics. In 2009 the Centro Andaluz de arte 
Contemporáneo of Seville dedicated a retrospective to him, "Identidades". In 2014 the Spanish 
Ministry of Culture presented his latest project at the Tabacalera exhibition site ("Afluencias. 
Costa Este-Costa Oeste"). His work comes within the photographic documentary style with 
conceptual intentions. This is evidenced in his catalogues in the form of disposable tourist 
postcards (the "Souvenirs" series) or postage stamps that he presented at the H2O gallery 
("Geografía Moderna" series). He is currently exhibiting his work in the exhibition halls of the 
permanent collections of the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía in Madrid. 
http://migueltrillo.com/ 
 
 

16.«BARCELONA» SERIES, RAMBLAS. Massimo Vitali 
 
This project, La Rambla. In/Out, on which Massimo Vitali and Jordi 
Bernadó (Lleida, 1966) worked, centres on reflecting the life of 
Barcelona’s La Rambla. Both photographers practise objective 
photography, “the objective methodology” as Vitali prefers to call it, 
in which the artist establishes the concept in advance and defines the 
image he or she wishes to obtain. The execution is a secondary point. 

Unlike tourists, he does not look when taking the photo - rather the framing emerges without 
being sought. The work, which commenced in 2008, ended in 2010 with long sessions 
portraying the tide of tourists captured in a panorama from on high. 
 
Massimo Vitali, after studying photography at the London College of Printing, he began his 
professional career in the ‘sixties, connected to photojournalism as a contributor to several 
different magazines and European agencies. It was then that he met Simon Guttman, the 
founder of the agency Report, a key figure in his development as a “concerned 
photographer”.  
 
Vitali firmly believes in the power of photography as an instrument that reveals the subtlety 
of reality, a medium he constantly resorts to in his artistic research, although he has also 
worked as a director of photography for film and television. Since the ‘nineties, Vitali has 
selected busy recreational areas – beaches, swimming pools, discotheques – or spaces 
connected to daily routine like the supermarket or even the street. His large-format works 
reflect an apparently routine feeling which the Italian photographer uses to create a 
sociological portrait in which he analyses the interactions of society and alludes to 
phenomena like overpopulation.  
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His work has been displayed internationally in numerous exhibitions, both individual and 
collective: Biennale Internazionale di Fotografia (Turin, Italy, 1993), Historisches Archiv der 
Stadt (Cologne, Germany, 1994), Rencontres de la Photographie (Arles, France, 1998) Centre 
Georges Pompidou (Paris, 2000, 2006), Museum of Modern Art/Hasselblad Foundation, 
Goteborg (Sweden, 2001), Artium de Álava (Vitoria-Gasteiz, 2003), Museum PMMK (Oostende, 
Belgium, 2004), La Fábrica Galería (Madrid, 2005), Galeria Senda Barcelona (from 2006 on), 
Arts Santa Mònica (Barcelona, 2010), Essl Museum (Klosterneuburg, Vienna, 2016).  

http://www.massimovitali.com/ 

 
 
ANALYTICS 
 
ART RESORT / RESERVA-CIUDAD. Jana Leo 
 
ART RESORT. The impulse to found art and cultural centres may be a response to the 
intention of creating cities through art. But just as vacation resorts separate tourists from the 
local reality, and fail to allow for cultural exchange, the art centre isolates art within its 
discipline and separates it from real life; it does not create city. Thus, the art centre 
functions as an ‘art resort’: well-known artists and fleeting stars exhibit their work without 
context. It is a window-museum, a controlled view of international art; exhibitions drift from 
one art centre to another without relating to the environment; a broad selection of 
recreational activities are offered to the visitor in an isolated enclosure. Public art is an 
excursion – there is movement and interaction but no connection. The art in the ‘art resort’ is 
like the tourist who enjoys the local customs without touching the reality of the place; the 
tourist does not expose himself to the risks of travelling; he merely exhibits himself. Two 
subjects that coexist without coming together are protected, but do not enrich one other. In 
isolation, art loses its nutritive properties; it does not generate city. It breathes in an urban 
context that suspends progress. In this way, the ‘art resort’ is a model of art production.  
 
RESERVA-CIUDAD (“Reservation-City”). In addition, from 2009 to 2011, Jana Leo worked on 
two projects in Barcelona and Madrid called “Reserva-Ciudad” using tourism strategies to 
make photograph tours around the city. 
 
Jana Leo. A philosopher and conceptual artist/architect based in New York, she develops her 
work through diverse media such as video, film, photography, installation, performance, 
architecture and writing. She has a PhD in philosophy from the Autonomous University of 
Madrid and a master’s degree in architecture from Princeton University (USA), and worked 
from 2000 to 2007 as lecturer in Advanced Art and Architecture Projects and Concepts at the 
Cooper Union School of Architecture in New York.  
 
She develops concepts by creating the mental state for changing reality. The projects imagine 
the situation as though the new concepts had already been applied. The founder of Civic 
Gaps, a New York think tank dedicated to studying empty or neglected spaces in the city, and 
of the MOSIS Foundation (Madrid), which was created with the aim of rethinking the city. 
 
She has exhibited at the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía (Madrid, 1999), Javier 
López Gallery (Madrid, 1999), Project Room Arco (Madrid, 2002), Invisible Exports Gallery 
(New York, 2009) and La Casa Encendida (Madrid, 2011), among others. 
https://janaleo.com/H 
 

TURISMOGRAFÍAS. Marc Morell  
Marc Morell, one of the promotors of Turismografías collaborated with “Ciutat de vacances” 
in the period of 2016, with the different artists invited to the production of specific projects, 
giving rise to a Tourism Interpretation Centre in Es Baluard’s Intermedi. In his text for the 
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project, he stresses that “[...] By honouring a participative economy, we are encouraged to 
affectionately welcome the tourists among us whilst we actively participate in the 
construction of a tourism fidelity believed fundamental for the economic sustainability of the 
sector, given its importance in the political economy of the islands, for the society of the 
Balearics and the Pitiusa islands as a whole [...]. 

Marc Morell has a doctorate in Advanced Studies in Social Anthropology from the Universitat 
de Barcelona. He analyses tourism and the urban question on the basis of a study of the 
character of the production of space in the market society. He has acted as an FPI 
investigator and an associate professor at the Universitat de les Illes Balears, where he is 
currently a collaborating member of the research group on Policy, Work and Sustainability. In 
addition to his other affiliations, Morell is also a collaborating member of the Research Group 
on Social Exclusion and Control at the Universitat de Barcelona. 

Among his recent publications, "Turisme per despossessió, patrimoni col·lectiu i el treball 
com a comú denominador urbà" [Tourism through dispossession, collective equity and working 
as a common urban denominator] (Quaderns de l’Institut Català d’Antropologia, 2016), "The 
Making of Heritage" (Routledge, 2015), and "El trabajo de la gentrificación" (Working Paper 
Series CONTESTED_CITIES, 2014) stand out. He participates in the mentorship programme at 
the Centre for the Interpretation of Tourism of "Ciutat de Vacances". 
 
BENIDORM, DIARIO DE UN ARTISTA / ¿MADRID? (BENIDORM, DIARY OF AN ARTIST / 
MADRID?). Tomás Ruiz-Rivas  
 
BENIDORM, DIARY OF AN ARTIST: 2016. Personal diary of a visual artist who decides to spend a 
year in Benidorm, to gain in-depth insight of this urban and social phenomenon and develop 
his work on the basis of it. The materials to be exhibited include: one or more copies of the 
book, for the public to consult. A mental map that sums up the contents of the book: bi-
dimensional piece measuring 100 x 70 cm. 
 
¿MADRID? 2012. Video-essay, 16’28’’. Based on a collection of souvenirs and tourist imagery, 
the artist explains the transformation of Madrid due to the effects of tourism. Signed with the 
pseudonym: “TOM LAVIN” 
 
Tomás Ruiz-Rivas. A visual artist and writer, he is the director and founder of Ojo Atómico - 
Antimuseo de Arte Contemporáneo. As an artist, in an early stage he worked on Spanish 
historical memory and identity. Since 2009, he has centred on the observation of 
transformation processes of cities and the social and cultural practices derived from tourism. 
Elements typical of curatorial work are deliberately combined in his projects, promoting 
extremely open creative processes in which other artists take part. 
 
S’ARENAL SUMMERTIME 2016. Fran Simó 
Fran Simó researches the image as a means of representation and knowledge of the society 
we live in. With S’Arenal Summertime 2016, he began developing a photographic essay on life 
on S’Arenal beach in Palma, Mallorca. Basically it is made up of codes and approaches 
typified by the history of contemporary photography and more specifically, it goes back to 
those proposed by the renowned photographer Martin Parr when he says “…the fundamental 
thing I’m exploring constantly is the difference between the mythology of the place and the 
reality of it”.  

Simó, who has always lived in “tourist towns” and still believes that tourism is essentially a 
good thing, but that we do not always know how to make it sustainable and integrative, 
approaches the tourist medium as a configurator of myths, but not only for the consumer.  
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His proposal to start out with a research work in magazine format enables him to explore the 
interaction of tourists and the inhabitants of Mallorca, guests and hosts, what they are and 
what they represent, by following their evolution.  

 
Fran Simó is a graduate in Computer Engineering from the National Technological University 
of Argentina and the Polytechnic University of Catalonia. After Argentina, he moved to 
Barcelona in 1998, the city he lived in until 2014 when he settled in Palma, Mallorca. Co-
founder of Barcelona Photobloggers and Caja Azul, collectives centred on photography, for 
which he has curated several different exhibitions and participative projects; he has also 
collaborated with entities such as CCCB, Photographic Social Vision or Obra Social Caja 
Madrid, and has exhibited his work in Barcelona, New York, Fort Collins (USA) or Perpignan, as 
well as other cities.  
 
His work, which he developed around tourism, is defined as research focussed from two 
perspectives – that of the tourist, and that of the resident. Using automatic photography, 
Simó records the tourist industry and its effects, such as the transformation of the landscape, 
crowding or the increase in employment, which are subsequently included in the publication 
format. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION TO EXHIBITION 
 
Erwin Hubert 
Mallorca 
Undated 
Poster. Print on paper 
21 x 27,5 cm 
Foment del Turisme de Mallorca Collection 
 
Erwin Hubert 
Mallorca 
Undated 
Poster. Print on paper 
21 x 27,5 cm 
Foment del Turisme de Mallorca Collection 
 
Propiedad privada 
Undated 
Poster. Print on paper 
10 x 20 cm 
Fons Arxiu Planas Collection 
 
Fotografia de Palma 
Undated 
Black and White photograph 
35 x 40 cm 
Fons Arxiu Planas Collection 
 
Mónaco Discotheque 
Undated 
Print on paper 
100 x 62 cm 
Fons Arxiu Planas Collection 
 
Islas Baleares 
Undated 
Poster. Print on paper 
100 x 64 cm 
Fons Arxiu Planas Collection 
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Platja de Palma 
Undated 
100 x 100 cm 
Fons Arxiu Planas Collection 
 
Hiver a Majorque 
Undated 
Poster. Print on paper 
100 x 62 cm 
Foment del Turisme de Mallorca Collection 
 
Formentor 
Undated 
Poster. Print on paper 
100 x 61 cm 
Foment del Turisme de Mallorca Collection 
 
Joan Vives Llull 
Menorca 
1933 
Poster. Print on paper 
100,65 x 72,28 cm 
Institut Menorquí d'Estudis. Fons del Foment del Turisme de Menorca 
 
Honeymoon in Majorca 
1951 
Poster. Print on paper 
98 x 63 cm 
Foment del Turisme de Mallorca Collection 
 
Dia del turista 
1969 
Poster. Print on paper 
100 x 64 cm 
Fons Arxiu Planas Collection 
 
Josep M. Vidal 
Menorca 
1984 
Poster. Print on paper 
68,1 x 47,89 cm 
Institut Menorquí d’Estudis. Fons del Foment del Turisme de Menorca 
 
Ibiza-Formentera 
Decade of the nineties 
Poster. Print on paper 
100,48 x 62,82 cm 
Arxiu Vicent Ribas, Arxiu d'Imatge i So Municipal d'Eivissa. Foment del Turisme d'Eivissa.  
 
Ibiza 
1991 
Poster. Print on paper 
81,18 x 58,59 cm 
Arxiu Vicent Ribas, Arxiu d'Imatge i So Municipal d'Eivissa. Vicepresidència i Conselleria d'Innovació, 
Recerca i Turisme, Govern de les Illes Balears 
Formentera 
1992 
Poster. Print on paper 
65,62 x 44,5 cm 
Arxiu Vicent Ribas, Arxiu d’Imatge i So Municipal d’Eivissa. Consell Insular d’Eivissa i Formentera. 
Fotografia: Christine Spengler 
 
Hivern a Ibiza 
1998 
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Poster. Print on paper 
65,23 x 45,31 cm 
Arxiu Vicent Ribas, Arxiu d'Imatge i So Municipal d'Eivissa. Vicepresidència i Conselleria d'Innovació, 
Recerca i Turisme, Govern de les Illes Balears 
 
WORKS OF ART 
 
Juan Aizpitarte 
Edén 
2016 
Video 
Edition:1/3 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Palma  
 
Juan Aizpitarte 
Souvenirs 
2017 
Electric sign with neon light 
20 x 170 x 8 cm 
Edition: 1/3 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Palma 
 
Juan Aizpitarte 
Souvenirs 2 
2017 
Electric sign with LED 
20 X 200 x 10 cm 
Edition: 1/3 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Palma  
 
Juan Aizpitarte 
Casiopea 
2017 
Bright LED sign. Set of 5 pieces of 20 cm diameter each one   
Edition: 1/3 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Palma  
 
Juan Aizpitarte 
Enlightment 
2017 
Installation. Three incandescent light sculptures, with a dimmer and a digital programmer 
100 x 45 cm each one 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Palma  
 
Irene de Andrés 
GLORY'S. Donde nada ocurre 
2016 
HD Video, single-channel, sound 
Duration: 12’ 38’’ 
Edition: 1/5 
Collection of the artist 
 
Xisco Bonnín 
«Honeymoon Club Resort» Series 
2008 
Digital photography on Epson Digigraphie paper. Set of 12 photograhies 
24 x 30 cm each one 
Collection of the artist 
 
Mélissa Epaminondi 
Plage 
2012 
HD Video. Single-channel, colour, sound  
Duration: 5' 22'' 
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Collection FRAC Corse 
 
Daniel Gasol 
La imagen exterior, la dependencia económica y el poder Balear. Project «Souvenir, turismo y herencia 
políticas» 
2016 
Digital video. Documentary. Colour/black and white, sound 
Duration: 88' 51’’ 
Collection of the artist 
 
Idensitat (Ramon Parramon-Gaspar Maza) 
Temporalitats urbanes. Glossari dels espais zombi 
Espais de temporada | Palma, Mallorca 
Urbanismes de temporada | Barcelona  
2016-2017 
Digital photograph on wooden base and backlight metal panels  
Dimensions variable 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Palma  
 
Left Hand Rotation 
Nodo replicante de la ciudad escenario 
2016 
Video, colour, sound 
Duration: 3’ 44’’ 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Palma  
 
Ángel Marcos 
Series «End of season» 
2016-2017 
Inkjet print on paper 
Dimensions variable 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Palma  
 
Neus Marroig 
Imatge pública 
2017 
Video installation. Set of 504 images and a video (black and white, sound, duration: 12’ 28’’) 
Dimensions variable 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Palma  
 
Adrian Melis 
Turismo sin documentos 
2011 
Installation of documents and a projection of video (colour, stereo sound, duration: 11’) 
Dimensions variable 
MACBA Collection. Consorci MACBA. Private Collection Long-term Loan 
 
Joan Miró 
Original for the poster Mallorca, Consejo del Foment del Turismo Español, for the promotion of the 
island of Mallorca 
24/VI/1973 
Gouache on paper 
100 x 70 cm 
Collection Foment del Turisme de Mallorca 
 
Ana A. Ochoa 
«Miami Beach: The Sun City» Series 
2017 
Video with a sequence of digital photographies 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Palma  
 
Ana A. Ochoa 
«Miami Beach: The Sun City» Series 
2012 
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Photographic installation  
Collection of the artist 
 
Irene Pittatore 
Lavoratori del turismo 
2017 
Video. Single-channel, color, sound 
Duration: 6’ 19’’ 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Venice 
 
Irene Pittatore 
Lavoratori del turismo/ Le interviste 
2017 
Video 
Duration: 21’ 37’’ 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Venice 
 
Marina Planas 
Taxonomía del hotel balear. «Variaciones de un archivo» Series 
2014 
Composition of 1029 postcards from the Arxiu Planas 
Fons Arxiu Planas Collection 
 
Marina Planas 
Digestión turística. «Variaciones de un archivo» Series 
2014 
Installation. Table, plate, fork, knife, glass, tablecloth, black-and-white postcards, stool and sound 
Dimensions variable 
Fons Arxiu Planas Collection 
 
 
Marina Planas 
Imatges turístiques. Aproximacions històriques. «Variaciones de un archivo» Series 
2015 
HD Video, 16:9, loop 
Duration: 21' 19'' 
Fons Arxiu Planas Collection 
 
Marina Planas 
Felices vacaciones. «Variaciones de un archivo» Series 
2017 
3 colour photographies of the Arxiu Planas reproduced on aluminium 
100 x 100 cm each one 
Fons Arxiu Planas Collection 
 
Miguel Trillo 
«Línea de costa» Series 
2016 
Digital photograpy 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Palma 
 
Massimo Vitali 
«Barcelona» Series, Ramblas 
2010 
Print on sailcloth 
296 x 370 cm 
Courtesy of the artist & Galeria Senda 
 
Massimo Vitali 
«Barcelona» Series, Ramblas 
2010 
Print on sailcloth 
296 x 370 cm 
Courtesy of the artist & Galeria Senda 
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ANALYTICS 
 
Jana Leo 
Arte Resort  
2007-2014  
Reserva-Ciudad  
2009 (Madrid)-2011 (Barcelona) 
Documentation on both projects 
Collection of the artist 
 
Marc Morell 
De la mercantilització turística i del col·laboracionisme que li cal 
2016 
Documentation 
Produced for Ciutat de vacances-Palma 
 
Tomás Ruiz-Rivas 
Benidorm, diario de un artista 
2016 
Book 
Collection of the artist 
 
Tomás Ruiz-Rivas 
¡Madrid!  
2012 
Video 
Duration: 16’28’’  
Collection of the artist 
 
Fran Simó 
S'Arenal Summertime 2016 
2016 
Magazine 
28 x 22 cm 
Collection of the artist 
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Comunication Area 
Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma 
Facebook: @esbaluard.museu /Twitter: @EsBaluard / Instagram: @esbaluardmuseu / Vimeo: 
@EsBaluard / Youtube: @MuseuEsBaluard 
 
Comunication:  
Perico Gual. A/e: comunicacio@esbaluard.org / (34) 971 908 201 
Jorge R. Del Álamo 666 593 007 / jralamo@alamocomunicacion.es 
 
Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma 
Plaça Porta Santa Catalina 10. 07012 Palma Tel. +34 971 908 201 
www.esbaluard.org  
www.ciutatdevacances.eu 
 
More information and pictures click here: 
http://www.esbaluard.org/content/files/premsa/813/2017/05/palma_todos_1495017248.rar 
 


